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Q1. During the pre-bid meeting it was mentioned that the SCADA Workstations and the Historian 
Workstation were configured to backup one another.  Would you please go over that again? 
 
A1. Yes, all three machines are configured to log into one another for the purposes of providing a 
resilient network.  Should any of the three machines go down or lose connection with the others, once it 
is restored it will “reach out” to the other machines to capture the necessary information to bring the 
new machine up to date.  This redundancy/resiliency  must be carried forward. 
 
Q2. Are these PLC upgrades using the Schneider 990 series evolution adapters to avoid rewiring of the 
IO? 
 
A2. No, we will be supplying Schneider Electric M580 PLC’s for all replacements. 
 
Q3. Is there any conduit runs or wire pulls to be made?   
 
A3. No, we will be responsible for this. 
 
Q4. With regards to the Master Filter PLC, it mentions on pg. 96, “Termination of all new signal wiring 
for the filters at the Master Filter PLC.”  how many terminations?  Any wire pulls? 
 
A4. 300 Terminations, no wire pulls. 
 
Q5. Same section, “AC power and grounding wiring for the new location for the Master Filter Control 
Panel”, is this just terminating? 
 
A5. Yes. 
 
Q6. Same section, “The plant SCADA network connection to the new location for the Master Filter 
Control Panel”,  again is it just terminating or is it pulling cable and conduit? 
 
A6. Just terminations. 
 
Q7. With regards to section 40.78.00 “Panel Mounted Instruments”, does this section apply to the 
project?  If so, what are the quantities of ‘panel mounted instruments’, ‘relays’, ‘timers’ 
 
A7. We will be responsible for supplying all necessary hardware.   
 
Q8. With regards to section 40.78.56 “Isolators, IS Barriers, & SPDs”, does this section apply to the 
project?  If so, what are the quantities?   
 
A8. We will be responsible for supplying all necessary hardware.  
 
Q9. What of the existing drawings  needs to get updated? 
a. I0? 
b. Panel Layout? 



c. Do Loop drawings  exist to facilitate testing? 
d. Are the drawings in .DWG? 
 
A9. All drawings will need to be updated to .DWG and AutoCAD. 
 
Q10. Page  95: scope of "Install and terminate control system communication network 
cables." 
 
A10. Cap any fiber connectors removed when removing redundant PLC’s from cabinets 
that are not receiving redundant PLC. 
 
Q11. Page 95: scope of "Install surge protection devices for digital equipment and local 
control panels provided by Owner under this Division, including connections to existing 
grounding systems." 
 
A11. Ignore this section, all surge protection devices have been replaced. 
 
Q12. Termination of all new signal wiring for the filters at the Master Filter PLC. how many? 
A12. 300 

Q13. AC power and grounding wiring for the new location for the Master Filter Control Panel. 
Scope? 
 
A13. Will be performed by others. 

Q14. 40.61.15: Submittals: 
a. Decommission/Demolish scope, pg103 "Prior to modifying, demo 
thoroughly document" 

 b. Loop Docs, O&M manual, pages 106 -109 
 
A14a. There will be no demo work required. Any modification to any panel will require the 
existing configuration and programming to be documented prior to work to ensure that 
the system can be restored to current state. 
 
A14b. Any changes to the existing scheme will require documentation for the facility 
O&M. 
 
Q15. Testing: pg114, 'All PLC programs shall have comments', why, not our logic, complete 10? 
 
A15. All new programming will require comments. No comments required for existing 
programming. 
 
 
 



Q16. Tools: page 121, Does a HART exist 
 
A16. No 
 
Q17. Training:  page 127, applicable?  3-day course? Why, not changing process? 

 a. Calibration, pg129, 
  b. PLC Training, confirm not by us 

 
A17a. We will require one day of training for the new programming and graphics added to the 
Master Filter Control Panel and the Carbon Silo Panel. 
 
A17b. Please disregard, PLC Training to be performed by the PLC manufacturer. 
 
Q18. How many OITs Unless otherwise indicated, each OIT shall be mounted in the  
location of the existing Magelis OIT. page 136/7 Any graphical work to be provided? 
 
A18. 10, yes, yes, new graphics will be required for the Master Filter Control and 
Carbon Silo. 
 
Q19. PCS, page  139 
 a. for Contractor to connect two existing signals' just two? 

b. Is Carbon Silo PLC, Allen Bradley, staying as is? 
 c. Is Generator PLC, Direct Logic 205, staying as is? 
 d. Page 141, external power supplies statement, are we providing any hardware  

whatsoever? 
 e. Page 142, 'Extensive comments shall be placed', why? Not our logic? 
 
A19a. I was unable to find this on page 139. The contractor will be required to land all signals in 
the new Master Filter Control Cabinet. These signals are part of the 300 terminations listed in 
question #12.  
A19b. The programming will remain as is, just updated in the new M580 PLC. 
A19c. The programming will remain as is, just updated in the new M580 PLC. 
A19d. The contractor is not required to provide any hardware. 
A19e. The only comments required will be for new programming, not existing programming. 
 
Q20. PCS Network, page  144 - are we providing any hardware, fiber converters, patch 
boxes, fiber cable? 
 
A20. The contractor is not required to provide any hardware. 
 
Q21. MF Panel, page  148, 
 a. quantity of components for install of MF panel 

b. any enclosures installed by us? 
c. Page  149, applicable? 



A21a. There are no components for the contractor to install in the Master Filter Control Panel. 
A21b. There are no enclosures for the contractor to install in the Master Filter Control Panel. 
A21c. Page 149 is not applicable. 
 
Q22. UPS, pg154, are panels currently setup to accept UPS hook-up, any engineering services 
needed like sizing, electrical hook-up design? 
 
A22. Yes, UPS’s have been replaced and are the responsibility of owner. 
 
Q23. Page 162: qty of panel mounted instruments, relays, and timers. 
 
A23. 10 HMI’s, no relays or timers. 
 
Q24. Page  164: section 40.78.56  isolators, IS barriers, SPDs" apply? Qty? 
 
A24. Does not apply. 
 
Q25. Will   OFS be removed? 
 
A25. Yes. 

Q26. Will source files of all PLC codes and supporting libraries; for Quantum, ControlLogix, and 
Direct Logic be made available?  
 
A26. Yes. 
 
Q27. Will source files and supporting files be made available for all OITs, including the PAC and 
Switchgear?  
 
A27. Yes. 
 
Q28. Will the SCADA upgrade be done on new server hardware?  
 
A28. Yes 
 
Q29. We request a 2-week extension to the bid submission deadline, from May 20th to June 
3rd.  
 
A29. The Addendum has been issued to extend the bid deadline to 2pm on Friday June 3rd. 
 
 

 



Q 30.  Could you clarify that you do, in fact, want the PLCs reprogrammed, rather than 
imported, and to include comments, function block and to NOT run the old programs as a 
subroutine in the M580?  
 
A 30. Yes, we do in fact want the PLCs reprogrammed, rather than imported, and to include comments, 
function block and to NOT run the old programs as a subroutine in the M580? Our intent is that the 
contractor will not need to include new comments in areas of programming that they do not write. 
 
Q 31.It is our understanding that the Bid in question will be submitted electronically via email to Michael 
Marzullo at bids@winchesterva.gov. There are several documents that need to accompany the Bid. E.g., 
Bid Bond, Financial Statement. In this regard we have the following questions:   

a. Are these documents to be provided as scanned copies?  

b. Are they required to be provided as hard copies at some point during the process?  

A 31. Yes, ITB# 202102 can submitted electronically via email to Michael Marzullo at 
bids@winchesterva.gov. 
 
A 31a. Yes, these documents are to be provided as scanned copies. 
 
A 31b. If your firm is awarded the contract, your firm will be required to provide hard copies of the 
scanned documents. 
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